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BRANFIL, BUT NOT QUITE AS WE
KNOW IT
Welcome to another edition of Branfil

However, lots of children, both at home

Termly. Normally, the pages of this paper

and at school, still wanted to document

would be filled with the exciting events that

what they had been doing during this time

have been happening in our school over the

and we are really glad to be able to

Summer Term: sports days and Gilwell Park,

chronicle it all in this bumper edition of the

Stubbers and Rainham Marshes, Barleylands

newspaper. As ever, we hope you enjoy

Farm and Southend Aquarium. As we know,

reading it as much as we enjoyed creating

things have played out differently this term.

it for our school community.
Mr Roberts, Editor

THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO
HELPED CREATE THIS NEWSPAPER
This edition of Branfil Termly would not have

Finley T , Oliver E, Jack P, Lois G, Winnie T,

been possible without the contributions

Charlie S, Amelia B, Freddie S, Tilly H, Max

from children and staff alike. Thank you to all

S, Tess H, Jessica T, Lucy H, Olivia T, Khalid

of the staff and parents who helped the

O, Phillip S, Scarlett P, Abby C, Isabella L,

children to create their articles. I’d like to

Mira Z, Milly J, Maddie D, Ava R, George

extend a special thank you to Mrs Teleki and

O’M, Eliza M, Max M, Harry M, George B,

Mrs Sansom, who helped to type up, co-edit

Ella P, Harry J, Alissa P, Layla F, Sophie B, Jay

and put together everyone’s hard work.

W, Billy B, Isaac W, Ruby P, Alexia N, Tia C,

Thank you to all of the journalists who

Charlie F and William E.

contributed to this edition of Branfil Termly:

There were many more articles submitted

Ruby S, Eva B, Mylee-Rae P, Lyla T, Gregory S,

and I thank all of those children as well.

Sophie T, Bailey B, Heath B, Joshua P,
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WHAT HAS SCHOOL BEEN LIKE
THIS TERM?

What is different about school life now

Ruby: It is great being in Bubble C because

compared to before the lockdown?

we have a great teacher and we get to do

Mylee-Rae: You have to keep a distance and

Just Dance and singing.

not touch the people around you. Also there

What do you dislike the most about

are less children.

school now and being in a bubble?

Eva: School is different because there are

Mylee-Rae: Sometimes when the

less people than before.

activities are shorter and I miss some of my

Ruby S: It is different because I am not

friends.

seeing all of my friends. It can be really

Eva: A shorter lunchtime because we sit in

weird.

class to eat our lunch!

What is the best thing about being in a

Ruby S: We do not see all of our friends

Bubble C?

every day and I miss Mrs Mason.

Mylee-Rae: Meeting new people!

By Ruby S, Eva B, Mylee-Rae P (3 Hazel &
2 Cedar)
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BUBBLE D ENJOY THEIR TIME AT
SCHOOL

Branfil’s Bubble D have been doing lots of
interesting things at school during the
lockdown period. We bring in our own pencil
cases and equipment because we can’t share
equipment during this time. We have
children from different years in our bubble so
we have been looking at lots of other areas
in each subject which has been great fun.
We have been working on White Rose Maths
every day and if we finish this we can look at
other maths challenge work. In English we
have listened to authors, celebrities and our
teachers reading books and then we discuss
the text and answer questions in class. We
complete a piece of writing almost every day.

Our favourite piece was about a picture of
a man who appeared to be making a
potion. We worked on a piece of writing
describing a potion, how it was made and
then discussing what it would do if it was
swallowed. A bit like George’s Marvellous
medicine!
As part of geography we learnt about the
Amazon Rainforest in Brazil. We also
created fact files about the animals that
live in the rainforest, including the Emerald
Tree Boa and Scarlet Macaws, and we
made images of these animals to display
with our work.
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During one of our art lessons we studied the
work of Jackson Pollock, and then had a go at
creating a painting in his style. How did we
do that? Well, we took three different paint
colours and three pieces of string and dipped
the string in each paint colour. Next we
placed the string on a piece of paper to
create a splatter effect. We did this several
times with each colour until we were happy
with our work. We have used pen, paint,
pastel and chalk in our art lessons. Don’t
read this if you are an adult: children only…
Art can be really messy so you might get
COVERED whatever it is you are using!
I love that we don’t have to move for lunch
except to wash our hands and we are very
lucky to get three playtimes a day. We even
get to go out to our own playground each
day which is brilliant. Some of us even get to
work with our brothers and sisters, which
has been really great! We all love Just Dance
in Bubble D and we get to do this at the end
of the day. It is a great way to exercise and
get our PE time!

Artwork by the children of Bubble D.

By Lyla T, Gregory S, Sophie T, Bailey B,
Heath B, Joshua P & Finley T (2 Beech, 4
Birch, 4 Larch, 2 Holly)
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BRANFIL CELEBRATES VE DAY
ANNIVERSARY
The 8th May, 2020, marked the 75th

With no Hitler, having taken his own life,

anniversary of the end of WW2 fighting in

the Germans had a low and demoralised

Europe and celebrations were held all across

population of soldiers, and no hope of

Britain.

winning so, the new leader, Grand Admiral

VE Day was celebrated by everyone but,

Donitz decided to surrender. WE had won!

because of coronavirus, we couldn’t

The day after the surrender was

participate in the tradition of sharing food,

announced, parties started like they do on

street parties and going to see the Royal

the anniversary every year. The Prime

family make an appearance on the

Minister, Winston Churchill, made this

Buckingham Palace balcony. However, we

speech ‘’ In accordance with arrangements

still could hang bunting, flags, balloons etc.

between three great powers, tomorrow,

Although it is good to party, we also have to

Tuesday, will be treated as Victory in

remember about the cause of our victory.

Europe day and will be regarded as a

The war went on for 6 long years straight and

holiday.’’.

the streets of Britain were empty and nights

King George VI and his family made several

dark as ever. The Halifax and Lancaster

appearances (throughout the day) on the

bombers flew in and bombed a number of

balcony of Buckingham Palace. Bonfires lit,

famous German cities such as Berlin to help

streetlights on, Britain was illuminated

the Allies win.

once again!
By Oliver E (5 Aspen)
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Benjamin created some bunting to celebrate VE
Day.
Search lights forming a V for victory above
St. Paul’s Cathedral, London

Blake and his sister made lots of treats for
their garden party!

William enjoyed researching VE Day, and even
created this Union Jack flag to celebrate with.

A photograph, featuring Oliver’s grandad, Derek
West, at his VE Day street party in 1945.

Tommy celebrated VE Day in his garden, like
many of us.
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BRANFIL DOES SPRINGWATCH
I have been laying eggs each day for 12
days now and my clutch is now full. It’s
time now for me to incubate my precious
eggs, I will sit on these eggs now day and
night for the next 14 days. My mate brings
me lots of juicy mealworms to eat, he is
doing such a good job feeding me! A big
thank you to the family that live here as
they have a bird feeder in their garden that
they keep filling up so my mate doesn’t
After searching for the right spot, I have

have to go far to find food!

finally found a lovely little, brown, wooden
bird box in a quiet garden. It’s perfect for me
to start building my nest! Now to go get
some moss and feathers to build the best
nest I can!
I have been building my nest for a week now;
my mate has been following me around to
make sure I’m protected. The time has come
to start to lay my eggs, I will lay one a day
each morning until my clutch is full. I wonder
how many eggs I will lay?

I can’t wait for these eggs to hatch and I
get to see my beautiful babies but when

they hatch my mate and I will be super
busy with 12 mouths to feed!

Today is a strange day - the children that
live here are saying May the 4th be with
you. Oh and on this strange day my first
egg has cracked open and my first baby

chick has popped out of its egg, I am so
proud! Oh wait more eggs are cracking…I
now have 4 baby chicks so things are going
to start to get busy round here!
The words of Belinda the Blue Tit, as
transcribed by Jack P (5 Alder)
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH
BARRY BEE BENSON

LEFT: Barry is interviewed by Termly Reporter, Lois G. RIGHT: Barry takes a break
on the set of his hit movie, Bee Movie.

During the corona lockdown, I have spent a

BBB: “I personally think it’s a bad situation

lot of time in my garden planting flowers and

for humans, like my good friend

one afternoon, to my surprise, I came across

Vanessa. Like I said though, for us

“Barry Bee Benson” from “The Bee Movie”

bees, it’s great! There is a lot less

buzzing around some Sonetti (that’s a type of

pollution, less people to bother us

flower to the non green fingered among

and less cars for us to crash into.”

you). I asked if I could ask him a few
questions and he kindly obliged.
LG: So Barry, what do you think about the
impact that the coronavirus has had on
nature?

LG: At this point in the interview I said to
myself: ‘I`m talking to a bee, I`m talking to
a bee and the bee’s talking to me!’
BBB: Us bees really hope you humans find
a cure soon and the world continues to bee

BBB: Well, us bees are getting a lot more pol-

environmentally wise and bee friendly.....

len from all the new flowers that people are

did you see what I did there, “be” and

planting, which means more honey for us–

“bee”, you get it Lois? Anyway I gotta go,

which is great!

Vanessa is making my favourite honey

LG: What about for humans, how do you
think it is affecting society?

cake!
By Lois G (6 Acacia)
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LIVING AND WORKING WITH A
VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
During lockdown I went on a couple of video
calls with my mum’s work and met her
colleague, Paul Clayton, who is visually
impaired. I asked him if he wanted to be
interviewed for our school
newspaper and here are
some of the questions, I
asked him.
What is it like to be
visually impaired?
It is hard because I must
plan lots of things ahead,
especially for my guide
dog, Nola, who lives with
me. If I am going
somewhere, I need to
know that she can have
water and a safe spot to go
to the toilet.
I rely on my other senses
especially my hearing and sense of smell.
I have faced some challenges because the
dog I used to have was old and was going to
retire soon. I had a period of 14 months
without a guide dog, while I was waiting for a
replacement. During this I had to use my
white cane to help me. At this time I actually
broke my foot because I slipped, which
meant I was out of action for 4 weeks and
didn’t come back to work for 6 weeks.

What are some of your hobbies?
I read quite a lot of the time; I do this by
having a person on a digital screen talk me
through the book. I also like listening to
music and quite enjoy
going to concerts. The
Theatre I really enjoy
because when I am
there , there is a person
who sits by the stage
and describes all of the
show to me through
headphones, I am lucky
because before the
show I get to go on the
stage and feel all the
props and costume .

What are some of the best experience of
your life so far?

Well I have sky dived 4 times in my life and
in 1992 I got asked if I wanted to sail the
Atlantic which I did. I have walked 3
marathons and travelled over the world
including Indian and Japan. Also, I have
been on a hospital radio before.
By Winnie T (6 Acacia)
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CHILDREN ADAPT TO LEARNING AT HOME
In March, COVID-19 came along and meant

My learning was different because I was

we all had to leave school and stay at home.

working at home and couldn’t share ideas

It was all very new to my mum because she

with any of my friends. It was hard to get

had never experienced something like this

into a routine every day. Some days we

before. It was also new to me as well. After I

wouldn’t do English until half 4!

had done my work for the day, I baked some

By Amelia B

cupcakes, scones, biscuits and cookies. It is

(5 Aspen)

sad that there are some friends we can’t see
or the times when we couldn’t go outside or
to the park.

In March 2020 a thing called ‘Lockdown’ was
declared so parents had to home school their
children. Luckily, key worker parents
(including nurses and firemen) could still
send their children to school to allow them
to continue their essential jobs.
On the first day of lockdown, my mum had to
go to work in the hospital so we did not do
any school work until she came home from
work at 5pm. My mum had very kindly
printed off some sheets that we had to
complete. On the Thursday my Mum found
out that schools were open for keyworker
children so we ended up going into school
from that day. School was really fun! Even
though we had to do Maths and English we
were able to play rounders and cricket in the
afternoon. For the next days we were
schooled at home.

After a few
days, we
eventually got used to the time table. It
was Joe Wicks, spelling test, reading,
Maths and then lunch. For the afternoon,
we had reading comprehension and colour
by numbers activities until the end of the
school day.
At first, home-schooling was a challenge
for my mum and dad but also for us
because we didn’t have a clue that this was
going to happen! As time went by, we
found learning outside of school easier and
more fun because we knew what we were
going to do each day.
It will be great to get back to our usual
school routine very soon and hopefully this
will never happen again in the future.
By Charlie S (5 Aspen)
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BIRTHDAYS DURING LOCKDOWN: TWO PUPILS
SHARE THEIR EXPERIENCES
On July 2nd 2020, it was my birthday. I knew

It’s just a shame we were in lockdown

it wouldn’t be as good because of COVID-19.

because 10 is a big birthday as you turn

My birthday felt weird because I wasn’t

double digits. For my birthday, we at least

allowed as many friends as I usually would

went to the park. For a treat, my parents

have. The weather wasn’t as good either.

called this big ice cream company and we

Everyone had to social distance. If my

all got lots of ice cream. My presents were

birthday was in proper lockdown I wouldn’t

some gaming equipment, football kits, a

have got all of my presents.

new goal, new football boots, tracksuits,
phone stand, and lots of other bits.
By Freddie S (5 Alder)

My birthday was on the 18th June. Usually

made a display. After

I’d have a party with my friends but this year

lunch, we made

was different…

origami bunnies and

I woke up and felt really happy that it was my

butterflies. The

birthday! Then I realised we were still in

butterflies were really

lockdown. I was still happy, but not as much

hard and took ages

as usual. I unwrapped my presents and went

but they looked really good once we had

to school.

done them.

At school, everyone was really nice to me.

After I had gone home and called my

When I came into class, everyone started

friends. It was a really different birthday

singing ‘Happy Birthday’ and they had even

but still great!
By Tilly H (5 Hawthorn)
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SCHOOL DURING LOCKDOWN:
THE DIFFERENCES
For some people, lockdown has been difficult
because you are locked in your house and
can get annoyed with your family because
you have been with them for so long. Luckily
the government was able to open schools for
some children allowing some of us to go into
school and see friends and teachers but we
still have to social distance unfortunately due
to COVID-19.
Before Lockdown we could go to each
other’s houses for sleepovers. It was really
enjoyable and we could also play football
and other sports without having to worry
about getting too close to each other. I

could make comics with my best friends
William, Tadas and Oscar but now we can’t
do this because of this terrifying virus.
Fortunately, there is one good thing that I
can do and that is to speak to my friends
on the phone so at least I can talk to them
and find out how they are.
It was a bit strange coming into school with
a new timetable and different break and
lunch times but now we are used to the
routine and happy to be here.
By Max S (5 Hawthorn)

10 TOP TIPS FOR SURVIVING
LOCKDOWN
1. Go outside on your bike to play.

6. Practise a new skill like dancing,

2. Bake something delicious.

painting, drawing, singing and biking.

3. Paint or do a creative craft, like making

7. Have a running competition with your

puppets out of paper bags!

family or friends.

4. Have alone time to reflect on your actions.

8. Play board games.

5. Have a mega water gun fight with your

9. Have a movie night with someone.

family!

10. Facetime your friends and family.
By Tess Han (6 Acacia)
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YEAR 6 PREPARES TO SAY
GOODBYE TO BRANFIL
This year, year 6 are leaving in a different

At the moment, it is very different to how it

way. We didn’t get to complete our SATs

would usually be. During lockdown, a lot of

tests. We didn’t get to experience the

precautions have had to be put in place to

Leaver’s Disco. We didn’t get to enjoy the big

keep all of the adults and children in school

end of year trip to Gilwell Park that everyone

safe. The classes are made of 10-15

in year 6 would have enjoyed. Instead, due

students to ensure social distancing is

to the pandemic, everything has changed a

possible. As well as this, there are markers

lot.

around the school so that it is easier to

Usually, year 6 children take part in all of

social distance. Miss Pearce said, “I am

these fun and memorable experiences as

really impressed with the way that the

well as others like getting shirts signed or

children have learned the new rules so

putting on a play for others to watch. In

quickly and it has been lovely to see so

2020, however, year 6 children haven’t been

many more happy children back in school”.

able to do any of the above. For a while, we

Another change that has happened is in

were sitting at home continuing our work or,

the playground. Each class has been

if our parents were key workers, we could

assigned a playground where they spend

come into school and work in small groups.

their lunch and break times. (continued on

Not everything was bad though as we still

page 15)

got our hoodies with our names on them.
Instead of a end of year play, we have been
creating videos; we’ve also been creating
things for our year 6 yearbook.
At the start of June, Branfil opened for
children reception, year 1 and year 6 as well
as the key worker children.
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They also use this space to do their

Daily Mile. Unfortunately, we are not
allowed to mix with people from
outside our bubble and we can’t touch

MEMORIES AND GOODBYES
FROM SOME OF OUR YEAR 6
PUPILS

other people’s belongings. Although it
can at times be rather difficult to

My favourite school trip was also Chatham

follow all of the new rules, it has

Dockyards. My favourite part of this trip

been worth it to spend some extremely
enjoyable time with friends.

was on the way back. There was an
accident on the M25 so we had a VERY

long journey back. Despite this, it was a

In the last week of the term we were

very fun journey as we made coat dens,

able to come together as a class one

sang to music and had lots of laughs!

last time for a socially distanced picnic.

By Olivia T (6 Acacia)

Luckily, we didn’t have to wear school

My favourite memory of being at Branfil is

uniform and we were even allowed to
bring blankets to create the right picnic

how far I have come since I was in year 1
and now I am going to secondary school!
In year 5, we got to go to Stubbers, which

atmosphere. Miss Bain said, “What a

was great as I got to have loads of fun and

strange way to end primary school

just genuinely had a really awesome time.

for all of our year 6s. It was lovely to

By Khalid O (6 Chestnut)

welcome back so many of our pupils at

This school has supported me through

the class picnics. Not the end we had
all hoped for but at least we had our

everything. It has made me a better
person and it has improved my bad behaviour as they have taught me to set an

own version of ‘goodbye!’ I wish all the

example to others.

wonderful year 6s good luck for the

What changed me the most is when I met

future, we will miss you all very much”.

Mrs Cullender. She always believed in me;

We had an amazing time and it was a

when I said I couldn’t do something, she

great way to end the year. Despite
everything that has happened, we are

told me that I could and pushed my
confidence to the limit. I really appreciate
her.

still year 6 leavers. By Jessica T & Lucy H

What will I miss?

(6 Chestnut)

My friends, my teachers, all of it.
By Phillip S (6 Chestnut)
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MEMORIES AND GOODBYES FROM SOME
OF OUR YEAR 6 PUPILS
I don’t remember much from when I first
joined, but I do remember my first time
walking to school with my parents. The
Branfil has really guided me to success. I

have gained an overwhelming amount of

years have gone by since then incredibly

quickly. It is unfortunate to be going our

confidence and I will never forget my time

separate ways as I met so many wonderful

here. There have been a large variety of

people over the years at Branfil and I still

opportunities for me to take part in and I am

talk to many of them to this day. Indeed, I

truly grateful to everyone for helping me get

am very excited as I move on to Hall Mead

to where I want to be.

but Branfil will always be special to me and

I first joined at Playhouse Pre-School which

means I have spent an estimated 8 years of
my life at Branfil. My friends have been a
huge part of my life here; they have helped
me through my whole school experience.
Leaving this school is not going to be easy.
It’s devastating to leave people that have
played such extremely important roles in my
life.
All of the teachers that I have been taught
by have been so supportive: it is
heart-breaking to leave all of those
memories behind. I have gained not only
knowledge but also confidence towards my

will never be forgotten.
By Scarlett P (6 Chestnut)
My favourite school trip was when we
went to Chatham Dockyards because it was
funny and enjoyable. My favourite part was
when we had a look around the HMS
Cavalier and also when we looked inside
the Anderson Shelter. Whilst inside it, they
played the air raid siren and it was so loud!
Then they turned the lights off and shut
the door; it was so scary! It was my
favourite trip by far and I’d definitely
recommend it.
By Abby C (6 Acacia)

work as well.
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MEMORIES AND GOODBYES FROM SOME OF
OUR YEAR 6 PUPILS
My time at Branfil has been fantastic. I
loved being here, it was wonderful. I
wish I didn’t have to leave but sadly I
have to leave. I will miss my friends and
the teachers that taught me, they were
so kind and lovely; they have always
helped me which is the thing I love
about this school. There have been
some ups and downs for me at this
school, but I would not trade these
In secondary school, I am looking forward to

memories for the world. I will miss this

meeting new people. Also, I am looking forward

school greatly.

to having lots of new classes!

By Millie J (6 Hornbeam)

A few of my goals: to hopefully get better at

I would like to say my final goodbyes to

maths; to meet different people and maybe

all of the wonderful teachers that have

make a few new friends; to take on challenges; to taught me throughout my time at
push myself; most of all, to have fun!

Branfil. Not only have I learned

Even though I’ve made so many memories in my

something new every day, I also had so

8 years at Branfil, I am looking forward to making much fun too! I will also thank the rest
a bunch of new ones at secondary school.

of the teachers and staff at Branfil for

Overall, I wish all the other year groups and staff

helping the school through everything.

the best for the future, and I guarantee that

I’ll miss everyone at Branfil dearly and I

being at Branfil will be some of the best years of

hope to see them all again soon. Every

your life.

moment and every detail of my time

Make it last.

here will be cherished by me.

By Isabella L (6 Chestnut)

By Mira Z (6 Hornbeam)
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YEAR 6 CHILDREN REFLECT ON THEIR TIME
AT BRANFIL
I have loved every second of my time here at
Branfil and am a bit upset about having to
leave it to go to secondary school. The
teachers are kind and I have made lots of

friends here. I asked some of my year 6
friends who are also leaving this year some
questions about how they are feeling.
How do you feel about leaving this school?
Ava: Very upset but I am excited for
secondary school.

What is your favourite thing about

Scarlett: Sad because I have met lots of

Branfil?

important people at Branfil who play an

George: Loads of different things.

important part in my life.

Izzy: That there are lots of different

Lucy: I will definitely miss Branfil but I am

possibilities and you never quite know

looking forward to experiencing new things

what will happen next.

at secondary school!

Lucy: All of the staff are supportive and

What will you miss the most?

welcoming.

Izzy: Probably the staff because they have
helped me a lot.

Some wisdom to finish with: friends will

Jessica: My friends.

come and go but the memories we made

Ava: My friends, especially the ones who

at Branfil will last forever!

are not going to the same secondary school

By Maddie D (6 Chestnut) with support

as me or who I might not see as often.

from Ava R, George O’M, Isabella L, Scarlett P, Jessica T and Lucy H (6 Chestnut)
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MEMORIES AND GOODBYES FROM SOME OF
OUR YEAR 6 PUPILS

I have made many good friends at Branfil and

When I feel down, the staff in our

each have escorted me through my school years, school are always quick to come and

some coming all the way from year 1 to now!

help me. When new children have

They have each made me feel safe and secure.

joined, they have been welcomed by

Also, they have moulded me into someone who

teachers and students. I am always

is very confident because of all their support.

struck by how hardworking our teachers

Thank you.

are and how fairly they treat us all.

All of the staff have assisted me in growing up

By Ava R (6 Chestnut)

and they have pushed me to win rewards.
In particular, the year 6 team (Mrs Cullender,
Miss Bain and Miss Philpot) have taken us on
some amazing trips and given us some really
important advice.
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HOW TO BUILD A ‘GRASS HEAD’
Firstly, you need to put your grass seed into
your tights and then shake it up.
Next, you can put the cotton wool into the
old pair tights. Make sure you stuff it in

tightly!
After you have done that, you can tie a knot
in the bottom of the tights so your things
don’t fall out.
Now you can get some elastic bands and, at
the front, pinch where the nose should be
and tie your elastic band around it. Now

your Grass Head has a nose!
You can also make a moustache, ears or
even earrings if you want to. Also, you can

You will need:

make a mouth out of a pipe cleaner and give

A pair of tights

your Grass Head a lovely smile!

A piece of wool

Once you have finished creating your Grass

Paper cup

Head, put it in a sunny place- such as a

Two googly eyes

window sill or somewhere else- and be sure

A glue stick

to water it every day!

A pair of scissors

Finally, you can put your Grass Head in a cup

Cotton wool

and watch it every single day!

Elastic bands

By Eliza M, Max M, Harry M & George B (3

Grass seeds

Maple, 4 Larch & 3 Oak)

A Pipe cleaner
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PREMIER LEAGUE RETURNS TO THE DELIGHT
OF MANY BRANFIL PUPILS
Since the return of the Premier

Black Lives Matter

League, Liverpool have won the

Due to the Black Lives Matter

title for the first time in 30 years.

movement, for the first game of

Their closest opponents,

the return, instead of the player’s

Manchester City, are 18 points be-

name being on the back it said,

hind them. That is equivalent to

‘Black Lives Matter’. Even though

seven wins and two draws.

the movement is very important, I

Also there are a lot of things that

found this very confusing as the

are different at the moment. One

players I don’t know by their

of the biggest changes is that

number or face I need the name

there are no crowds at the

to identify who they are.

stadium to support teams and

celebrate their achievements. Also halfway

By George O’Meara &

through each half they have a quick drinks

Harry Jones (6 Chestnut)

break and use this time to spray the goals
and footballs with disinfectant.
Furthermore, before the games, there has
been a one minute silence to respect and
grieve for all the people that have died in
this pandemic. To ensure all the players
safety, they must wear masks when they
get off the coach and also whilst they’re in
the changing rooms and when on the subs
bench.
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BRANFIL CHILDREN ENJOY SPORTS
DAY

Bubble G enjoy their sports day in school whilst many other students took part in the virtual sports day
from home.

On 3rd July 2020, bubble G took part in a
socially distanced sports day. They grabbed
their drinks and rushed down to Garwood
Court early to get ready for their first event.

They also took part in a long jump. Mrs
Daly declared it a draw as everyone
managed to jump really far, try their
hardest, and do really well.

The first activity was a long running race.
Nervously, taking some deep breaths, the
racing began. Somehow, Sophie managed to
take the lead and even more surprisingly she
led the whole way to win the race! Sophie
said afterwards, “ Oh my God! I can’t believe
I won!”

Jay was the overall winner on the day but
everyone had fun. Alissa said, “It was really
fun and we managed to social distance the
whole way through”.

That wasn’t the end of the running, later on
they took part in an endurance event. Layla,
Jay and Sophie ran for 15 straight minutes–
can you believe that?

After each event they took a 5 minute
break to have a drink and cool down. Sadly,
unlike most sports days, they didn’t get a
lolly at the end, which left them
devastated.
By Alissa P, Layla F, Sophie B & Jay W (6
Hornbeam, 6 Chestnut & 6 Acacia)
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Billy: I loved sports day because I enjoyed
the running and the races. My least favourite
was jumping in and out of the ladders
because it was really hard! I had lots of fun.
Isaac: I loved playing with the tennis racket
and the ball. I also liked the running activities
and kicking the ball into a target. I scored
271 points in the whole day, I was really
happy with my result! I had a great time
doing sports day with my bubble.
Ruby P: I liked the sports day activity with
the ladder and hurdle obstacle course. I also
enjoyed balancing a bean bag on our head. It
was a really different kind of sports day
because there were only 8 of us competing
but I still had lots of fun.

Alexia: I loved the obstacle course in the
playground with the hurdles and ladder. It
was a bit tricky but lots of fun! I liked
competing in the hula hoop challenge and
seeing who could last the longest. It was
really fun because we were not able to
have a sports day with our Year 2 class!
Tia: I wasn’t in school for sports day but I
did take part at home. My dad got me and
my brother a sports day kit and we did a
sack race, egg and spoon race and we
balanced bean bags on our heads! I
competed against my brother and my dad.
I had so much fun but I can’t wait for
sports day in school next year!
Billy B, Isaac W, Ruby P, Alexia N, Tia C
(3Hazel, 2 Cedar & 2 Holly)
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BRANFIL SPORT
PE CONTINUES AT BRANFIL WITH
MINOR CHANGES
Due to COVID-19, our PE lessons have
become very different. We couldn’t touch
other things so we played tennis matches to
cheer us up.
We started with some warm ups. First, we
competed to see who could bounce the ball
on the racket. Then we played a game of
‘Shipwreck’. This is a game that is played on a
big playground. You need four sides, each
named after a different part of a boat, and
whichever side the teacher said is the one
you had to run to. Next, we played ‘Traffic
Lights’. There are three colours: red, amber
and green. Green meant run, amber meant
walk and red meant stop. After our warm up,
Miss Britton told us about the tennis
matches we would be playing. It was
important that we followed all of the new
rules to contain the virus. Normally, we
would be able to pick up balls and start the
tennis matches properly. However, we
couldn’t touch each other’s balls due to cross
contamination, which is where you can’t
touch other people’s things to stop the
spread of COVID-19.

It was different because we had to follow
the rules of the government to not share
things: we had to keep our tennis racket
next to our water bottle so they wouldn’t
get mixed up. We used the rope separating
the different areas of the playground as a
net.
Once we got started, we had to keep
switching until everyone had played three
games. Despite it being a bit different, we
enjoyed playing and hope to play again
soon.
By Charlie F and William E (5 Hawthorn &
Aspen)
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